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Studio Ghibli movies are some of the most spectacular works of animation out there, wrapping universal lessons for adults and children in enchanting images and performances. Many of these works have inspired generations of famous directors such as John Lasseter (Toy Story) and Guillermo del Toro (The Shape of
Water). Better still, you'll soon have an easy way to stream them all, as all Studio Ghibli movies reached HBO Max just a few weeks ago. How to watch Studio Ghibli movies online on Netflix, Hulu and HBO MaxHere are the best Studio Ghibli movies to watch right now. The secret world of ArriettyLittle who called
borrowers coexist with humans, taking resources like sugar and tissue paper to survive. Residing in the childhood home of the mother of teenage protagonist Sho, these borrowers perform collecting tasks during the night to avoid getting caught. Sho, during a home visit, scores Arrietty, one of the borrowers, who is on a
mission to gather resources. The animations are adorable, and although the secret world trope is not the most original, watching the relationship between Sho and the miniature people grow is quite interesting. (Photo credit: Disney) PonyoForbidden is not allowed to go to the surface by her sea witch father Fujimoto, the
little fish Ponyo be friends with a 5-year-old boy named Sosuke after using his magic to heal his wounds. With her magic, Ponyo took the form of a young girl to get closer to Sosuke. Although the story is charming and naïve, it has a lot to say about relationships and lets go. The underwater scenery is spectacular and
stands out among the familiar rural locations, fantastical to be found in other Studio Ghibli works. (Photo credit: Studio Ghibli) Found in a bamboo trunk, a Kaguya infant found a house with an elderly couple. As she grew at an extraordinary rate and showed extraordinary beauty, her father began to find wealth in the
forest in the form of gold cans. Many of the princes and eventually the Emperor tried to flirt with Kaguya, but she resented the strangeness of the social role and royal lifestyle she never requested. The story has some pretty interesting revelations, such as Kaguya's origins, but the use of distinct Japanese contoured
works and watercolor art styles to reflect the protagonist's mental state makes this entry stand out among the rest. (Photo Credit: Studio Ghibli) The Cat ReturnsHaru, a young girl, saves a cat from certain death by pushing it out of the path of an on-coming truck. End. Or so Haru will hope, when she is whisked away to a
cat kingdom and turned into a cat. The cat she saved earlier in the film is Lune, Prince of the Cat Kingdom. King want Haru to marry Lune, although she wants to return to her world. Just like in Spirited Away, the protagonist is trapped in a race against the clock to find her real person and escape back to the real world
before she loses whom she really is Credit: Disney) Howl's Moving CastleHowl's Moving Castle is an enchanting myth filled with strange twists and bursts with images. After Sophie, a young woman, is transformed into an old woman by the curse of an evil witch, she begins an adventure to break her ailing curse. During
her escape, she receives help from magician Howl, a man-bird magic castle that is important to the plot. Focusing on the character's emotions and images (the significance of the scale in this title is some of the best in Studio Ghibli history) minus a bit from the plot, but Howl's Moving Castle is an overall fun journey from
start to finish. (Photo credit: Studio Ghibli) Pom PokoFor a gentle and funny film like Pom Poko, this film has an obscenely high death toll. The story tells the story of a group of Japanese panda dogs with magical powers as they try to prevent human land developers from destroying their land. Juggling an upbeat tone with
a real problem of environmental destruction, thanks to modern society, Pom Poko has less of an ecological legend preached and more well-founded in practice, thanks to its real-world context. (Photo credit: Studio Ghibli) Porco RossoItalian combat pilot Marco falls under a curse that replaces his face with the face of a
pig, turning him into Porco Rosso (The Crimson Pig). In the midst of the Great Depression, Porco fought not only pirates but also a fascist government. Filled with authentic details from the 1930s, Italian architecture and machinery, Porco Rosso is a fascinating film rounded by a dynamic cast that develops throughout the
film's run. (Photo credit: Disney) Nausicaä of the Winda Valley nuclear war dubbed the Seven Days of Fire brings an apocalypse. Humanity is left fighting over few remaining natural resources 1,000 years later while also facing giant insects that hail from a manless land known as the Toxic Forest. Impressive and
incredibly stylish, Valley of the Wind is the ultimate oasis for humans and home to Princess Nausicaä, who seeks a way to coexist with the forest inhabitants and to detoxify the world. The film, released in 1984, marked the first time Joe Hisaishi had composed a song for Studio Ghibli. Hisaishi has created some of the
most beautiful songs in the history of Studio Ghibli and continues to work with the group today. (Photo credit: Studio Ghibli) Kiki's delivery serviceWhy the majority of Studio Ghibli's films are great for children, Kiki's coming-of-age story is a feel-good movie for all ages that is easy to digest. Kiki, a witch who is a bit of a
klutz, leaves the house to become a delivery girl for a baker named Osono. Using his broomstick, Kiki's broomstick flight scene is a sheer explosion The world is uncharacteristically normal for a Ghibli movie, and there really is no major conflict. Audiences leave with a new perspective on growing up and appreciating the
experiences that make up Credit: Studio Ghibli) Whispering of the HeartA love story between a young female writer named Shizuku and 2012 2012,000 People's Heart producer Seiji, Whisper of the Heart follows Shizuku's path to write the perfect fantasy story. Seeing Shizuku work towards his goal with a youthful
passion, thanks to Seiji's support, is extremely rewarding. Rarely does a story focus on the awkward years between a child and an adult, but throughout the whispering process of the heart we see Shizuku fall and return, blossoming into a wise young woman. Japan's hilly suburbs offer a small, role-playing town feel, and
aside from a few bizarre visits to Shizuku's fantasy story world, the film is still based on its coming-of-age reality. (Photo credit: Studio Ghibli) The skysteampunk castle and a floating castle make up Studio Ghibli's first official film. With the floating castle of Laputa at risk of disaster, two orphans, Sheeta and Pazu, evade
pirates and government officials to bring Sheeta home and help Pazu prove that his father actually saw a castle in the sky. The action packed with so many plot beats that horror, Castle in the Sky set the standard for Ghibli classics and holds up well today. (Photo credit: Disney) My neighbors TotoroEmpowered by
fantasy friends include chunky forest guard Totoro and a smiling cat that moonlights like a bus, young sisters Satsuki and Mei overcome a series of difficulties. From creating an old country house to being shunned from a hospitalized mother, the film is filled with child-like image and exploits the experience of becoming a
child by depicting the imagination and fears of girls. This is a film where Totoro holds an umbrella in the rain, a characteristic image related to Studio Ghibli. (Photo credit: Disney) Spirited AwaySpirited Away is probably Studio Ghibli's most famous film for a reason. Blending action, drama and fantastical creatures like the



charming exotic No-Face, witchcraft and adorable little black soot creatures called susuwatari, the film has all the signature elements of a Studio Ghibli movie in a universal package for both children and adults. Hayao Miyazaki's magical adventure focuses on Chihiro, a 10-year-old girl trapped in a spirit world with
monsters. To escape his kingdom, Chihiro must save his parents by diving deeper into the afterlife. The film won Miyazaki an Academy Award, partly due to its enchanting story and killer soundtrack. (Photo credit: Disney) Princess MononokeWarrior Ashitaka and San, Princesses of the Wolf Gods, unite to prevent
calamity from the forest gods in Studio Ghibli's most exciting adventure. Well-developed characters, extended stories that show many perspectives of war and The fluid takes center part in this fantasy film set in Japan's muromachi era. Not like The studio-related title, Princess Mononoke is surprisingly violent, which gives
each scene a degree of impact that has not been copied by others on the list. (Photo credit: Studio Ghibli) Grave of the FirefliesGrave of the Fireflies is basically Schindler's list of anime films, complete with an atmosphere of tension amid the devastation of World War II. After the heartbreaking journey of stubborn
teenager Seita and 4-year-old sister Setsuko, the two siblings rely on each other to survive after their parents were killed in the war. A perfect blend of emotional scores with beautiful hand-drawn animations, this Ghibli film uses the studio's unique styling abilities to tell a powerful story that conveys emotions that are hard
to stir in other mediums. But when you start watching, just note that this is not a feel-good children's movie; instead, it was filled with relentless sadness from the start – one of the reasons that this masterpiece rarely charted higher in many of today's Ghibli film charts. While some critics have stated that they find the film
manipulative, the plot is based on reality, and it is rife with conflicts both inside and outside, in addition to memorable scenes that stick with viewers long after they watch the film. Movie.
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